Mustang P.R.I.D.E. Behavior Matrix
In the Classroom and
Specials Classes

Prepare
Respect

Integrity
Determination
Excellence

In the
Cafeteria

In the Hallway
(Entering &
Exiting)
- Always Line
up quietly in
your classroom
-Keeps hands
and feet to
yourself

In the Restrooms

On the Bus

During
Assemblies/Fieldtrips

-Always ask for
permission to go
to restroom
-Take a restroom
pass with you

-Place all items in
book bag before
loading the bus
-Line up quietly at the
bus
-Listen for directions
from the bus driver
-Remember to always
take your
transportation pass,
you can’t leave the
building without it
-Be a role model on
how to sit quietly on
the bus
-Follow directions the
first time
-Keep your hands and
feet to yourself
-

-Enter the
cafeteria/gym quietly
-Sit down quietly in
area assigned to your
class
-Always raise your
hand if you have a
question or comment

-Bring your homework
everyday
-Bring your book bag
and any necessary
supplies requested by
your teacher

-Eat breakfast
daily
-Know your
lunch number
-Come with
clean hands

-Always show respect
by using kind words
toward others.
-Follow directions the
first time.
-Never talk back to
adults.

-Eat/touch
only your food
-Always
remain seated
-Listen to
monitors at all
times
-Always
remember to
walk

-Always walk
facing forward
in a single file
line
-Listen to your
teacher at all
times

-Quietly wait for
your turn
-Do not look
under stalls or
peek in doors

-Ask questions
-Participate in group
activities
-Complete assignments
on time
-Get involved, be a
classroom helper

-Set a good
example, use
indoor voices

-Always follow
directions
-Keep hands and feet
to yourself

-Go through
the line quickly
and quietly to
have enough
time to eat

-Wash hands
before leaving
the restroom
-Clean up behind
yourself
-Report water or
accidents on the
bathroom floor to
your
teacher/adults in
the building
-Use the first
available
stall/sink
-Go directly back
to class
-Always make
good decisions

-Always remain
seated when the bus
is in motion
-Remember to always
take your
transportation pass,
you can’t leave the
building without it

-Always do your best
-Keep a positive attitude
about learning
-Be sure to learn
something new
everyday

-Always make
sure you are in
line quietly and
walking in a
single file line
-Be careful not
to touch others,
the walls, or
bulletin boards
when walking in
line
-Be a good role
model for other
classrooms that
are learning,
respect their
learning time

-Do the right thing,
even if others are not
looking

-Have fun
-Make good choices
-Participate when
appropriate

-Read a book when you
complete an assignment
early
-Check over your work
for errors
-Respect others who are
still working, by being
quiet

-Wait to be
dismissed by
lunch monitors
-Eat all of your
lunch daily

-Strive to have
the best quiet
line when
transitioning in
the building

-Help keep our
restrooms clean
and safe for all
students

-Help keep the buses
safe by following the
rules and being a
good listener

-Positively represent
our school
-Be open to learning
new things
-Encourage others to
be their best

-Always listen
attentively to the
speaker
-Keep hands and feet
to yourself
-Always be polite

